### Infocloud

#### Overview

**Infocloud** comprises a collection of keywords, images and video thumbnails displayed on a **very large touch screen**. When a word is selected, an information window opens, which may contain an image or video accompanied by a short textual description. When an image is selected, it becomes much bigger and a caption is added to it. When a video thumbnail is selected, it becomes bigger, and a related description is displayed along with a play button. All selected items can be freely moved and tossed around, as well as magnified or shrunk using multitouch gestures.

Two versions of the system are available:

(a) **Static cloud:** All available keywords are concurrently visible on the screen while their individual size, rotation and position are adjusted so that they form a particular visual pattern or shape. Additional images or videos appear as thumbnail collections that the users can browse.

(b) **Flowing cloud:** The keywords, images and video thumbnails constantly flow (e.g., from right to left), while (optionally) the background flows to the opposite direction. Items are positioned at multiple layers, each of which has different attributes (size, speed, dimness).

#### Target Applications

Infocloud is a very versatile system that can be used for presenting any collection of multimedia information (even if comprising highly heterogeneous items) in a visually appealing interactive way. It can be used by museums and exhibitions spaces for providing a global overview or presenting specific collections to their visitors; stores for showcasing products and offers; organizations for communicating information related to their profile and activities; organizers for displaying multimedia content related to a current or past event; etc.
Additional Information

The various items comprising the Infocloud may be grouped in several categories. In this case, related color-coded toggle buttons are added to the interface. Upon selection of a group, all keywords belonging to it are tinted to the group’s color while all images and video thumbnails are decorated with a colored frame and bookmark. Items not belonging to any selected group become transparent.

In both versions of the system various animations (e.g., clouds, airplanes, balloons) can be added to enhance the impact, fluidity and playfulness of the interface. The animated elements can also be interactive providing entertaining feedback upon touch.

**Permanent public installations:**
- Arkadi Monastery, Art Gallery
- Natural History Museum of Crete, Heraklion
- Tourism Information Center, Municipality of Hersonissos
- Infopoint, Tourism Office, Municipality of Heraklion
- Heraklion Airport
- Heraklion Port
- Chania Airport
- Chania Port
- National Research Foundation "ELEFTHERIOS K. VENIZELOS"
- Teloglion Foundation of Art, Thessaloniki

**Temporary public installations:**
- TEDx Heraklion
- Eleftheria Square, Heraklion, Crete

**Related video:** [http://youtu.be/gy8nG1kpTy0](http://youtu.be/gy8nG1kpTy0)
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